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Columbia Boats in the Paci c Northwest in the Fur Trade Er
With Plans for Building a Modern Replica
By Tom Holloway, Research Volunteer, Fort Vancouver NHS, updated June 202
Comments welcome, to email: tomholloway62(at)gmail.co
Traveling overland in pre-railroad times was hard work, and moving freight was even
harder. Compared to walking with a load on one's back or dealing with a string of pack horses,
transportation by water was more ef cient both in energy expended and size of loads moved.
Early explorers of western North America, including Alexander Mackenzie, Lewis and Clark,
Simon Fraser, and David Thompson, all looked for water routes, and used them wherever
possible. They discovered that the Rocky Mountains blocked river navigation from the east. The
few rivers west of the Rockies where boats could travel were intermittently obstructed by
impassible rapids and waterfalls. That meant that vessels moving passengers and freight had to
be large enough for cargo but light enough to carry around obstacles, and made from locally
available materials. The result was the Columbia boat
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Lt. Henry Warre, "Hauling Up A Rapid (Les Dalles Des Morts) On The Columbia River," 1846.
Image PDP00057 courtesy of the Royal BC Museum and Archives
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Hudson's Bay Company employees, some of whom were specialized boat builders,
constructed a variety of watercraft in the Columbia District. This snippet from the Spring 1844
inventory of Fort Vancouver shows six Columbia boats (using that name), along with nine
smaller batteaux, a skow, a carvel-built vessel of 8 tons burden rowed with 14 oars, one North
West canoe and two Chinook canoes (i.e., cedar dugouts acquired from local Natives), and one
ship’s boat.1

In the Great Lakes and the extensive navigable river systems east of the Rockies, fur
trade voyageurs had long used birch bark canoes in a range of sizes, adapted from materials
and designs developed by indigenous peoples. Some bark canoes were used west of the Rocky
Mountains in the early years of the fur trade, but they soon gave way to watercraft built like
canoes but made entirely of wood. Most of the boatbuilders were French Canadian or métis; the
French term batteaux was sometimes used interchangeably with Columbia boat, or for smaller
versions. (East of the Rockies, wooden craft called York boats came into general use in the
1800s. Named after York Factory, the HBC headquarters on Hudson Bay, York boats were
larger than Columbia boats, and too heavy to be carried over the portage trails around the falls
and rapids of the western rivers. No York boats were made or used in the Paci c Northwest.
Several descriptions of Columbia boats are found in accounts left by contemporary
observers who lived in or visited the Paci c Northwest during the fur trade era. Details vary, but
one common element was light weight to facilitate portaging. Boats ascending the Columbia
from Fort Vancouver rst had a portage of about two miles at the Cascades (present site of
Cascade Locks, just above today’s Bonneville Dam). Several other carries might then be
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necessary In the twelve mile stretch from the base of the Dalles to above Celilo falls (called the
Chutes in early accounts). Some rapids could be "run" coming down, and boats emptied of their
cargo could be "hauled" or “lined” going up or down--left in the water and pulled by a crew
walking along the riverbank, sometimes with men in the boat polling. But depending on water
levels, portaging was often necessary at other spots on the trip to Okanogan, terminus of the
horse brigades bringing fur returns from Thompson's River Post (modern Kamloops) and points
north.2 Annual Express Brigades heading east across the continent faced portages to pass
Kettle Falls at Fort Colvile, the Dalles des Morts, and other rapids on the way to Boat
Encampment, the end of water transport at the base of the Athabasca pass over the Rockies.
Another detail frequently mentioned is the use of gum to seal the seams between
sheathing planks. This sealant was made by heating spruce or pine resin and mixing it with
pulverized charcoal for body and tallow to make it soft enough to spread on the hull. A burning
stick of rewood was then rubbed along the surface to melt the gum into the seams. Every boat
carried a keg of gum, and journals of river trips often belabor the need to repair and replenish
the gum on the hull seams, especially in warm weather
The earliest known prototype of a wooden-planked canoe on the Columbia River is
described in the journal of North West Company explorer David Thompson, who came west
over Athabasca pass in the winter of 1811. On January 18 his party reached the point known
thereafter as Boat Encampment. Over the next two months
Having now examined the white birch in every quarter, for birch rind [i.e., bark]
wherewith to make a canoe for our voyage to the Paci c Ocean, without nding any . . . .
We had to turn our thoughts to some other material, and cedar wood being the lightest
and most pliable for a canoe, we split out cedar boards of about six inches in breadth,
and builded a canoe of about twenty ve feet in length by fty inches in breadth, of the
same form of a common canoe, using cedar boards instead of birch rind, which proved
to be equally light and much stronger than birch rind, the greatest dif culty we had was
sewing the boards to each round the timbers [i.e., ribs]. As we had no nails we had to
make use of the ne roots of the pine which we split.3
Alexander Ross arrived at the mouth of the Columbia with the Astorians in 1811, was
posted to Okanogan that year, and worked for the North West Company then HBC over the next
fteen years. Ross wrote that due to the "great partiality" of the Northwesters for “the good old
bark canoes of northern reputation; they being of prettier form, and, withal, the kind of vessel of
customary conveyance used by the north-westers.” Thus, "the country was ransacked for prime
See James R. Gibson, The Lifeline of the Oregon Country: The Fraser-Columbia Brigade System,
1811-1841 (Victoria: UBC Press, 1997).
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J.B. Terrell, ed., David Thompson’s Narrative of His Explorations in Western America, 1784-1812
(Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1916), 454.
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birchbark more frequently than for prime furs." They went so far as to send a shipment of
birchbark from Montreal to London, and from there around Cape Horn to their Fort George
headquarters (the former Astoria). Such preferences notwithstanding, they soon settled for
watercraft built like canoes, but sheathed with wood
The description of craft used on the waters of Columbia by the Astor Company consisted
of split or sawed cedar boats, strong, light and durable, and in every possible way better
adapted to rough water than the birch-rind canoes in general use on the east side of the
mountains. They carried a cargo or burden of about 3,000 lbs. weight, and yet, nimbly
handled, were easily carried across the portages.4
HBC clerk John Work came west from York Factory in 1823 (accompanied by Peter
Skene Ogden) to take up a position in the Columbia District. In his journal Work recorded his
rst encounter with a Columbia boat, at Boat Encampment
Wed. 15 [October 1823]. Embarked at 9 oclock, and proceeded down the Columbia
River, in 3 boats or kind of wooden canoes, worked by 8 men each, who row with
paddles and not oars. These boats will carry about 55 pieces [of 90 lbs. each] and are
made of a light construction so that 12 men can carry them across the portages
Two years later John Work again made the trip from York Factory to the Columbia
District, and described the craft used on the western rivers: "These boats were about 30 feet
long with a 5 foot beam, clinker-built and pointed at both ends. . . . Planks of cedar formed their
outer skin, since nails were scarce they were only used to secure the planks to the stem and
stern piece. The overlapping seams were gummed with pitch to render the craft watertight.”5
Work was put in charge of Spokane House, and on October 24, 1825 he recorded in the post
journal that “the sawyers nished the wood for 3 boats, in all 72 boards 6 Inches wide and 40
feet long & 3 broad pieces for keels 40 feet long & 14 Inches wide, and 6 pieces for gunwales
40 feet long & 2 inches wide in 15 days.” By this account, each boat would have a wide at keel
and six overlapping strakes on each side, plus a gunwale piece. Two days later Work noted that
“the sawyers squared a log for boards to make a steaming box” to be used to soften the rib
pieces so they could be bent into the proper shapes.6
In 1825, Chief Factor Alexander Kennedy, manager of HBC’s Columbia District,
acknowledged David Thompson as the originator of the Columbia boat
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Alexander Ross, Fur Hunters of the Far West 2 vols. (London: Smith and Elder, 1855), 1:72.

Quoted in Dennis F. Johnson, “The York Boats of the Hudson's Bay Company" Wooden Boat, #144,
(Oct.-Dec. 1998), 56.
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T. C. Elliot, ed., “Journal of John Work, Sept. 7th-Dec. 14th, 1825” The Washington Historical Quarterly,
5:3 (July 1914), 175.
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Of a peculiar construction, they are made in imitation of bark canoes, and have been
much improved upon since the rst invention by Mr. David Thompson. The boats now
carry from 40 to 50 pieces [of 90 lbs. each], and are navigated by 8 men each. They are
wrought by paddles instead of oars, and are carried over the portages on men's
shoulders, but it requires the crews of two boats to carry one.7
John Dunn worked was an HBC clerk and postmaster in the Columbia District for eight
years in the 1830s, and later wrote
There are no birch canoes used in the Oregon country by the company's servants. They
use only the batteaux, which are made of quarter-inch pine boards, and are thirty-two
feet long, and six and a half feet wide in midships, with both ends sharp, and without a
keel—worked, according to the circumstances of the navigation, with paddles, or with
oars. These boats are found to be better adapted to the lakes and rivers there, than the
canoes of the north.8
U.S. Navy Lieutenant Charles Wilkes, an experienced mariner who conducted detailed
reconnaissance in the Paci c Northwest in 1841, provided this description
The boat was somewhat of the model of our whale-boats, only much larger, and of the
kind built expressly to accommodate the trade: they are provided yearly at Okonagan,
and are constructed in a few days: they are clinker-built, and all the timbers are at.
These boats are so light that they are easily carried across the portages. They use the
gum of the pine to cover them instead of pitch
The shape of these boats has been before described: they have great strength and
buoyancy, carry three tons weight, and have a crew of eight men, besides a padroon.
they are thirty feet long and ve and a half feet beam, sharp at both ends, clinker-built,
and have no knees. In building them, at timbers of oak are bent to the requisite shape
by steaming; they are bolted to a at keel, at distances of a foot from each other: the
planks are of cedar, and generally extend the whole length of the boat. The gunwale is of
the same kind of wood, but the rowlocks are of birch. The peculiarity in the construction
of these boats is, that they are only riveted at each end with a strong rivet, and being
well gummed, they have no occasion for nailing. They answer, and indeed are admirably
adapted to, all the purposes for which they are intended; are so light as to be easily
transported over the portages by their crews, and in case of accident are easily repaired
This detailed description does not mention a sail, but later in his Narrative, telling of his
trip from Ft. Vancouver to Cowlitz, Wilkes wrote: "They are provided only with a square sail, as
the wind blows generally either directly up or down the river." Then describing a trip up the
Columbia between the Cascades and the Dalles, "they had a favourable wind, but it blew so

HBCA, B.76/e/1, Fort George District Report, 1824-25, quoted in Gibson, Lifeline of the Oregon Country,
102. Thanks also to Jack and Claire Nisbet.
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hard that they were obliged to reef their sail, and afterwards found the waves and wind too
heavy for them to run without great danger." So these boats could be tted with a mast and
square sail, as seen in some illustrations of the larger and heavier York boats used east of the
Rockies. The mast was easily removable to facilitate portaging, and mounted in the middle of
the boat, to be used going in either direction. Steering was with a paddle or oar at either end (or
both ends when needed) rather than a xed rudder, as Wilkes described
Each boat has also its bowman, who is considered the rst of cer and responsible man;
the safety of the boat, in descending rapids particularly, depends upon him and the
padroon, who steers the boat. They both use long and large blade-paddles; and it is
surprising how much power the two can exert over the direction of the boat.9
Peter Burnett, an American pioneer who arrived via the Oregon Trail in 1843, described
the Columbia boat that took him from Walla Walla to Fort Vancouver
We procured from Mr. McKinley, at Walla Walla, an old Hudson's Bay Company's boat,
constructed expressly for the navigation of the Columbia and its tributaries. These boats
are very light, yet strong. They are open, about forty feet long, ve feet wide, and three
feet deep, made of light, tough materials, and clinker-built. They are made in this manner
so that they may be carried around the falls of the Columbia, and let down over the
Cascades. When taken out of the water and carried over the portage, it requires the
united exertions of forty or fty Indians, who take the vessel on their shoulders, amid
shouts and hurras, and thus carry it sometimes three fourths of a mile, without once
letting it down. At the Cascades it is let down by means of ropes in the hands of the
Canadian boatmen.10
Burnett's recollection of the number of Indians required for portage seems excessive; If
fty men tried to crowd under a boat of that size, they would likely be tripping over one another.
The motivation for Indians to crowd into the portage crew was that each man received a small
amount of tobacco in compensation. W.H. Grey, who came west with the Whitman-Spalding
party and made the trip down the Columbia from Walla Walla to Fort Vancouver in 1836,
provided this description of the portage at The Dalles
The boats were let down with lines as near the fall as was considered safe, hauled out of
the water, turned bottom up, and as many Indians as could get under them, say some
twenty- ve to each boat, lifted them upon their shoulders and carried them to the water
below. For this service they each received two dried leaves of tobacco, which would
make about six common pipefuls.11

Charles Wilkes, Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition During the Years 1838-1842 Vol. 4
(London: Wiley and Putnam, 1845) 370-71, 379, 381, 391-92.
9
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Peter Burnett, Recollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer (New York: Appleton, 1880), 128.

W. H. Grey, A History of Oregon, 1792-1849, Drawn from Personal Observation and Authentic
Information (Portland, OR: Harris and Holman, 1870), 146.
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Other accounts say that as few as 12 men could carry an empty Columbia boat when
necessary, or that the crews from two boats might be combined to portage one boat.
The passage that follows is by British Army Lt. Mervin Vavasour, who, with Henry Warre,
made a reconnaissance mission to the Columbia District in 1845-46. The crew of 5 oarsmen,
presumably plus a steersman and bowman, is similar to other accounts, and the description
matches the more detailed version by American Charles Wilkes from 1841
I left Fort Colville on the 19th August, embarked below the [Kettle] Falls in a boat
belonging to the H. B. Company expressly adapted to this dangerous river navigation,
and descended the rapids. These boats are built of cedar after the model of a bark
canoe, the planks being rivetted to the ribs, having no knees, and the seams lled with
pitch and gum. They are propelled with oars by 5 men and steered with a paddle. . . .
Passing several rapids, at one of which we found it necessary to carry the baggage, the
boat being let down by a line, we reached Okanagen, a small post on the right bank of
the river 138 miles from Colville.12
Other contemporary accounts, including those by HBC Governor George Simpson, use
the term batteau (which is simply the French word for boat, plural batteaux, standard modern
spelling bateau/bateaux) or the English word boat, with little further description and without
making a distinction for Columbia boat. The historical descriptions make clear that Columbia
boats varied somewhat in size and construction details, depending on when and where they
were built, by whom.
Building Columbia boats at Fort Colvile
Through the early 1820s boats were built at Fort Spokane, but after the HBC
established Fort Colvile in 1825, it took over that function. Colvile had the advantages of being
near a supply of cedar timber, and being located on the banks of the Columbia above Fort
Okanogan, were boats were needed to take the fur returns from New Calidonia on down to
Vancouver.13
The Colvile post journal from April 1830 to April 1831 shows the annual cycle from
felling the cedar logs to delivering the nished boats: April 12, 1830, “[Pierre] Lacourse, the
builder, with another man were employed at laying a boat on the stocks.” April 19, “Four [men]
at the boat house.” April 23, “One boat completed, and another put on the stocks.” April 28,
HBCA B.223/z/4, folio 121-123, Lt. Mervin Vavasour to Col. R. N. Holloway, Fort Vancouver, 1st March
1846.
12

See J. Orin Oliphant, “Old Fort Colville,” The Washington Historical Quarterly, Vol. 16, No. 1 (January
1925), 29-48, and Vol. 16, No. 2 (April 1925), 83-101.
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“Another boat completed and a third begun.” May 4, “The third boat completed and the last on
the stocks.” May 7, “The fourth and last boat completed.” May 21, “Six men have been busy
gumming the boats.” May 22, “The new boats taken to the river ready for carrying them over
[the Kettle Falls portage] in the morning, and the old one mended.” May 24, “I sent Mr. [William]
Kittson o this morning to Vancouver . . . with the [fur] returns in ve boats manned by eighteen
men and two Indians. Four of the boats were built here, this season.”
The boatbuilders joined the rest of the sta in farm work over the summer, and in the fall
the cycle began anew: September 8, “Two [men] o for canoe wood. Sept. 10, “Sent horses to
the two men in search of canoe wood.” Sept. 11, “The two men who were out for cedar
returned home with it.” Sept. 14, ““An intimation was given to Indians to bring gum for trade.”
Sept. 20, “Traded a little gum and berries.” The list of traded items for September and October
includes 12 kegs of boat gum from Kettle Falls Indians. November 19, “The two men sent for
boat timbers returned with the quantity required for the six boats we are to build.” Nov. 22,
“Sent the boat builder to get stem and stern posts for the six boats.” Nov. 24, “The boat
builders returned with the stem and stern posts which he was sent for on Monday.” December
13, “Sent three men to procure boat wood, which is now getting scarce here.” Dec. 16, “Three
men continue in the woods procuring boat wood. Two hauling home with oxen that which is
raised.” January 3, 1831, “One [man] arranging the pitsaws for sawing our boat wood.” Jan. 6,
“Four men arranging a saw pit for sawing our boat wood.” Jan. 7, “Four men commenced
sawing boat wood.” February 5, “Lacourse and partner nished sawing the boat wood.” Jan.
14, “Lacourse commenced dressing his boat timbers.” February 28, “Two men... plaining [sic]
boat wood.” March 14, “Two men turning boat timbers.” March 16, “Two men employed
plaining boat planks.” March 21, “Two men continue at boat work.” April 1, “Lacourse with an
assistant commenced building the rst boat.” April 7, “Four boat building.” April 9, “One boat
nished and put out of the boat house.”14
Pierre Lacourse, the man in charge of boat construction at Fort Colvile, was French
Canadian. Born in Quebec around 1792, he joined the North West Company in 1810, and with
the merger of 1821 he joined the recon gured HBC. In 1828 he travelled with Governor George
Simpson on the Fraser River and helped build a boat at Thompson River Post (Kamloops) that
would be adequate to take them to Fort Langley. (The harrowing ride down the rapids of the
Fraser gorge convinced Simpson to designate Fort Vancouver, rather than Fort Langley, as the
main supply depot and headquarters of the Columbia District.) Lacourse spent the rest of his
career at Fort Colvile, where he trained others in the craft. As John Mcloughlin instructed the
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manager of Fort Colvile in 1831, “you will endeavor to make some handy man work at the
Boats with Lacourse to give this man an opportunity to learn, and make us more
independent.”15 Lacourse retired in 1840, became a settler in the Willamette Valley, and died at
St. Paul, Oregon, in 1864.16
During his 1845-46 reconnaissance trip Lt. Henry Warre took advantage of the need for
all cargo and passengers to be unloaded and portaged, while the boats were hauled and poled
up rapids, to paint another scene with a Columbia boat in an unspeci ed location

Lt. Henry Warre, “Hauling a boat up a rapid, probably Columbia River
Credit: Library and Archives Canada, No. 2834221

Fort Vancouver Correspondence, John Mcloughlin to Francis Heron, June 23, 1831. HBCA B.223/b/7,
fo. 3
15

Biographical details are from Bruce M. Watson, Lives Lived West of the Divide: A Biographical
Dictionary of Fur Traders Working West of the Rockies, 1793-1858 (Kelowna, BC: Centre for Social,
Spatial, and Economic Justice, 2010), 221.
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Columbia boat construction plans
The plans on the following three pages were made in June 1980 by the staff at Parks
Canada, Ottawa, designed by Richard B. Fairweather and checked by Alex Barbour. (When
viewed onscreen, the images can be enlarged to enhance readability and detail.) Based on
leads provided by Douglas Brooks, a Vermont-based builder of historical wooden boats, I
queried Parks Canada regarding the possible existence of Columbia boat plans. After a search
directed by Dr. Charles Dagneau, an underwater archaeologist at Parks Canada, the originals
were found, scanned, and provided to me in Fall 2018. Although no research le was found with
the plans, several comments are in order, based on the material presented earlier in this report
Since no known historical examples of Columbia boats have survived to modern times, it
is apparent that these plans were based primarily on the description by US Navy Lt. Charles
Wilkes in 1841, quoted above. The Parks Canada plans use metric measurements, but follow
exactly the dimensions Wilkes provided: length 9,150mm (30’), beam 1,676mm (5’6”), frames
(timbers, or ribs) spaced 305mm (12”) apart. The oak frames are 13x19mm (1/2”x3/4”). The
cedar lapstrake planking is 10mm (just over 3/8”) thick. Overall, a light, canoe-like craft
These plans show eight pairs of thole pins (oar locks) along both gunwales, evenly
spaced about 900mm (~35”) apart, and specify (on p. 12, above the legend box), “supply 16 3048mm (10’0”) long standard wooden oars.” That con guration is not supported by any known
historical evidence, and is highly unlikely. A full crew of eight is mentioned in several
contemporary sources, but placing eight men in a straight line down the center of the boat, at
three-foot intervals, would leave them straddling and bumping into one another, limiting oar
movement. That con guration also means that all eight rowers would wield two oars, one in
each hand. The rowers in the narrow stem and stern positions would have little leverage on their
oars, and would be crowded into space needed for the steersman to wield his long steering oar,
and the bowman, to guide the bow of the craft when needed. As Lt. Wilkes noted, on Columbia
boats each man wielded a single oar, “after the French or Spanish fashion, adding the whole
weight of the body to the strength of the arm.” (Narrative, 380) It is much more likely that the
crew would have been placed similar to the arrangement shown in the 1928 photograph of a
York boat in Manitoba on p. 14, below. Each of the eight rowers wields a single oar, four oars on
each side. The oarsmen are seated slightly offset rather than in a straight line, with the oar
projecting toward the gunwale furthest from the oarsman, for maximum leverage

.
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The Parks Canada plans show the stern to be con gured somewhat differently from the
stem (bow), with a seat provided for the steersman. There is no known historical basis for those
features; contemporary descriptions simply refer to Columbia boats as double ended, i.e., the
same on both ends. There is also no known historical basis for a 6x19mm (1/4”x3/4”) steel band
af xed to the outer surface of the stem and stern. The plans call for the lapstrake planks to be
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fastened to the frames with copper rivets burred over copper washers. Historical descriptions do
not mention copper fasteners, but rather iron nails, which would have been driven through and
the tips clenched on the inside surface. Provision should also be made for mounting a
removable mast through a hole in a center thwart. When not in use the sail was wrapped around
the mast and lashed to the side of the boat, as seen in the York boat photo below

In the page showing “Planking and Bottom Board Details” (p. 13, above), the plans pay
considerable attention to the butt blocks used to splice the ends of the boat’s strakes, or
sheathing planks, where those planks run less than the full length of the boat. Most historical
descriptions suggest that sheathing planks were sawn to the full length of the craft. Since it it is
unlikely that builders of a modern replica would have access to cedar planks 3/8” thick and fully
30’ long, the butt blocks illustrated in the Parks Canada plans are a necessary accommodation
to materials available today
The plans are labeled “Columbia River Boat Fort Langley.” Fort Langley, B.C. is on the
at water of the lower Fraser River where no portaging is necessary and heavier boats can be
used. It seems likely that the plans were designated “Fort Langley” because it is the only Parks
Canada site located on a navigable river west of the continental divide
These plans re ect the marked differences between Columbia boats and the York boats
used east of the Rocky Mountains. In 1971 Richard B. Fairweather, the Parks Canada staffer,
drew up plans for a York boat, based on a historical example preserved at Lower Fort Garry on
the Red River in Manitoba. It is 40’ long, has a xed rudder, carvel (edge-to-edge) planking, and
weighs approximately 2,000 pounds empty—much heavier than the Columbia boats described
historically and shown in the Parks Canada construction plans included above
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Finally, a certain mythology has built up suggesting that HBC river craft were in uenced
by boats used in the Orkney islands, since the company recruited employees there. There is no
historical basis for such claims. As set forth above, the basic features of the Columbia boat were
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developed in the period when the North West Company was dominant west of the Rockies,
modeled on the bark canoe, and the canoe-like design was continued through the HBC period.
All known builders of Columbia boats were French Canadian or métis, not Orkneymen. And just
as the Columbia boat was quite different from the York boat, it was also quite different from the
Orkney yole, the shorter and wider open water sailing craft of those distant islands
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willingness to share those plans freely with interested parties.

